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INTRODUCTION 
This paper deals with non-commutative objects based on the Weyl 
algebra from the differential geometric point of view. We propose to extend 
familiar notions from manifolds to non-commutative objects; in this 
algebraic approach the basic object is not a point of a space but certain 
sections of bundles. Our terminology in this paper will be used with some 
similarity as in the theory of super manifolds [D, L, R]. 
Starting with the Weyl algebra W (cf. Sect. l), we consider a locally 
trivial algebra bundle W, over a symplectic manifold M with the fiber W; 
given a suitable open covering A4 = U i. E ,, VA, we take the atlas { W,} I. E ,, , 
where W, = V, x W. On each local trivialization W,, we shall define a 
concept of local Weyl functions on W, as a certain class of cross sections 
of w,. 
W, is called a Weyl manifold if each coordinate transformation of two 
local trivializations preserves the class of Weyl functions with a certain 
property. Leaving the precise definitions to Section 3, we can state the 
main result in this paper: 
THEOREM A. Over any symplectic manifold M, there exists a Weyl 
manifold. 
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On the other hand, while there are several approaches to the quantiza- 
tion problems, Lichinerowicz et al. [BL] propose the concept of deforma- 
tion quantization. This is a formal deformation of the algebra A = Cm(M) 
on a symplectic manifold M, which is defined as follows: let E(A; v) be the 
space of all formal power series of the complex parameter v with the 
coefficients in A. 
DEFINITION. M is called deformation quantizable if there exists a product 
(called *-product ), 
e-:AxA+E(A;v):(u,v)~+uuu= f ;C,(u,a), 
r=O . 
satisfying 
(i) * can be extended to an associative product on E(A; v), 
(ii) C,(u, u)=uu, C,(u, u)= (l/2)(24, u}, where { , ) is the Poisson 
bracket, 
(iii) C,( ., .) is a bidifferential operator. 
The existence of a *-product is shown usually by constructing C,( ., ) 
step by step; in passing from one step to the next, one encounters a 
Hochschild cocycle which must be a coboundary for the construction 
to continue. Using this cohomology, Vey [V] and Neroslavsky and 
Vlasov [NV] showed that the obstruction to the existence of a *-product 
lies in the 3rd de Rham cohomology space. By considerably refining this 
technique and using conformal invariance, De Wilde and Lecomte [DL] 
showed that there exists no obstruction at all: 
THEOREM B. Any symplectic manifold M is deformation quantizable. 
The second aim of this paper is to show that Theorem A implies 
Theorem B. Our approach for obtaining the *-product seems to be more 
geometric construction than [BL, DL. V]. 
Further development is required to construct representations of E(A; v) 
using asymptotic methods. In fact, Karasev and Maslov [KMl, 21 worked 
in this direction, and have results under certain cohomological conditions. 
Throughout this paper, in any dimension m, we use multi-indices 
a, BENT with the usual notation: 
m 
a! = n lx,!; (i) = (0, . . . . 0, i, 0, . . . . 0) (i= 1, . . . . m); 
i=l 
if r E R”, ra = r;’ . . . rznm; 3; = (lJ/ar)x = P/&T1 . . . P-l&-~. 
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1. THE FORMAL WEYL ALGEBRA 
1.1. The Formal Weyl Algebra. Let W’ denote the algebra generated 
over C, by { 1, ZO, . . . . ZZn}, sometimes denoted Z, = v, Zi = Xi, Z, + i = Yi 
(1~ id n), with the relations: 
Cv, xi] = O, Cv, yil =O, 
Cxi, 51 = O, [Yi, Yj] =o (1.1) 
[Xi, Yj] = -vbii, 1 Gi, j<n, 
where [ , ] denotes the commutator, [a, b] = ab - ba. For any a, b E W’, 
their product is denoted by a * b; for any a, BEN”, we denote 
x;* *...wXz* Yfl*.* Y:, by XoL* Yp where 
XF = xi * . . . * xi, 
a, 8, 
and for any CI = (a,, CI’, a”) E N2” + ‘, we abbreviate vaaXa’ * Y”” to Za. 
It is easily seen that any element a E W’ is written uniquely as a finite 
sum, a=C acN2n+l a,Z”. Introducing the degree d(Z,)=2, d(Z,)= 1 (1~ 
i < 2n), we define the degree of monomial Z”, CI = (CQ, a’) E N2”+ ‘, a’ E N’“, 
by d(Za) = 21x, + &?J, aj. For k > 0, set 
W(k)= ak= 
i 
c a,Z’,aOLEC , 
i 
W(0) = c. (1.2) 
d(Z=) = k 
Then W’= Oka W(k). Any element as W’ can be written as a finite sum 
C ak, ak E W(k); ak is called the kth component of a. 
We give W’ the direct product topology on Ok W(k). Denote by W the 
completion of W’; W is called the formal WeyZ algebra. The formal Weyl 
algebra W is canonically isomorphic (as a vector space) to the formal 
power series ring C[[Z,, . . . . Z,,]]. 
The following is easy to see: 
LEMMA 1.1. (i) For any k, ZEN, we have 
W(k) * W(f) c W(k + I), 
[W(k), W(l)] c vW(k+l-2), 
where weput W(-2)=W(-l)= (0). 
(ii) v W is a closed 24ded ideal of W with 
w/v w 1: C[ [Z,) . ..) Z,,]]. 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
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(iii) Zf a = C ak E W with a, # 0, then a is invertible. 
(iv) Wl = Ojsl , W(1) (direct product) is the unique maximal 2-sided 
ideal in W. 
1.2. The Symmetric Product on W. We now define the symmetric 
product on W; for any a, b E W, set 
aob=(a*b+b*a)/2. (1.5) 
Note that (1.5) is not associative. For any p, q E N and any a, b, c E W, set 
(a~)P.c=a~(a~(...(a~c)...), 
p-times 
(ao)P.(bo)Y.c=a~(a~(...(a~(bO)Y.C)...)); 
hmes 
for any multi-index a = (a,, . . . . ~1~~) E N2”+ ‘, and set 
(Zo), c = (Zoo)~O. . . . (ZZnO)~2n. (-. 
Since v is in the center of W, for any c E W, 
(Z,@) . (Z,@, . c = (Z,o) (Zp). c, O<i, j62n. (1.6) 
Using (1.6), we have for any p, q E N, 
(Zp)” . (Zp)” . c = (Z,o)” . (ZjO)P . c, O<i, j<2n. (1.7) 
Thus, taking the product of Zis is independent of order. We introduce the 
formal partial derivative for (ZO)“, a E N2n+ ‘, by 
a,(z~)~=Cli(Zo)a--(i), 1 <i62n, (1.8) 
and extend (1.8) linearly to any ClcN2”+, aa(Zo)E; we also define partial 
derivatives 8, for any a = C ao,(Zo)a. 1 E W, 
8,a =I a,(a,(Zo)“) . 1. 
For any multi-indices ~1, p E N”, 
[X,, (X@)OL. (Yo)b. l] = -v/3,(X0)“. ( Yo)a-(i). 1 
= -v(K+&(Y+Q 
[Y. (x~)~.(Yo)~.l]=VCli(Xo)~-(~).(Yo)~.l I? 
=va,(xq*.(Yo)P.l 
(1.9) 
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holds for any 1~ i < n, so 
a,a=$zd(Y,)u, d,u= -$ud(XJu, (1.10) 
where ad( = [b, a] for a, b E W. We define a& for a multi-index c( E N2n, 
a = (a,, . ..) Use), in the usual way. 
LEMMA 1.2. For any multi-indices a, /? E N”, we have 
1 --v Id 
xa* y4=c,! 2 ( > aY,(xoy. ay Yo)b. 1. (1.11) 
Proof Note that 
Xx+(i)* yL&O(y * rq + $ [Xi, x* * Yfl], 
xa* Yp+(L(Xa* YqoYi-+[Yi,x”* yq. 
Using (1.9) and the relations above, we get (1.11) by induction. 1 
Since { v”OXa Y Y B} 
(Y+l} 
zarO+ ,cr+8, =k forms a linear basis of W(k), { voLo(Xo)OL. 
%+la+,51=k forms a basis of W(k) by (1.11). Thus W= 
@pzO W(k) is spanned by {(ZO)~.~}~~~~~+,. 
We now define another product on W; for any multi-indices c( = 
(a,,, a’, a”), /I = (/I,,, j?‘, fi”) E N2”+ I, a’, a”, p’, /?” EN”, we set 
((zoy. 1) 0 ((Zo)B. l)= v,+yXo)a’+~‘. ( yoyW+fi”. 1. (1.12) 
LEMMA 1.3. (W, 0) is an associative, commutative algebra over C 
isomorphic to C[ [Z,, . . . . Z,,]]. 
The following lemma can be shown by induction: 
LEMMA 1.4. For any u=C uJZO)~. 1, b=C b,(Zo)‘. 1 E W, we have 
(@-+a) * b=$(+)“’ (~&Y+).(u * lI;b), (1.13a) 
IYI 
((Yo) 8’ .a)*&+ !  
0 yY !  2 
(a;( Y+‘) . (a * d&b), (1.13b) 
for any a’, j?’ E N”. 
Putting a = ( Yo)~. 1 in (l.l3a), we have 
((X~)~‘,(Yo)~‘.l)*b 
= c -0 ’ ’ “’ (i?$(Xo)“)-((Y+‘- 1 * (-8Y)y’b). y’! z (1.14) Y’ENn 
II s-
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Moreover, since 2;) . . . . Z;, satisfy the same relations as Z,, . . . . ZZn, 
replacing Zi by Z; gives an isomorphism of W. We shall call Z;, . . . . Z;, 
formal generators of W. 
1.3. v-Derivations on W. Let W be the formal Weyl algebra. A linear 
mapping D of W into itself is called a v-derivation if D satisfies, for any 
a,bEW, 
D(a*b)=D(a)*b+a*D(b), Cdl) 
D(v) = 0. (d2) 
Denote by $9 the space of all v-derivations of W; 9 forms a Lie algebra 
over C[ [v]]. For a E W, consider D = (l/v) ad(a). D is a well defined linear 
mapping of W satisfying (dl) and (d2) and is therefore a v-derivation. 
A basic fact is the following: 
THEOREM 1.6. DE Y if and only if there exists f E W such that D = 
(l/v) a4f 1. 
Proof Put Xl = D(Xi) and Yz! = D( Y,) (1 < i < n). Since Xl, Y: E W, we 
can write these as 
Y; = c Y;,,,(xo)a. (Yo)D. 1, 
&BEN” 
where Xi, a, B, Y:,a,S~C[[~]]. Applying D to (l.l), we get 
a,x;=a,x;, a,y; = a,~;, 
a,x;+aq;=o (1 <i, j<n). 
(1.20) 
By considering Xi, Y,‘, as elements of C[[Z,, . . . . Z,,]] (see Lemma 1.3), 
we see that (1.20) implies 
d 1 Y;dXj-zX;dY, =O. 
i i > 
(1.21) 
By formally following the proof of the Poincare Lemma (cf. [AM, 
pp. 11%120]), we may find a function f EC[[v, X,, . . . . X,, YL, . . . . YJ] 
such that 
1 (Y;dXj-X;dYJ= -dJ: 
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Note that 
;od(/.)(X,)= -$ [x,,j-]=ay,j=x; 
(1.22) 
‘ad(f.)(Y,)= -; [YJ] = -&f= Y,!. 
V 
Put D’ = D - (l/v) ad(f). Then D’ is a v-derivation on W such that 
D’(v)=D’(X,)=D’(Yi)=O, 1 <ibn, i.e., D’=O. 1 
2. WEYL FUNCTIONS 
2.1. Weyl Coordinates. Let U be an open subset of R*” with coordinates 
t-x 1, ..., x,, y,, ‘.., .Yn) = (z, > . ..’ Z2n). 
Consider a trivial algebra bundle W, = U x W -+ U. If V is an open 
subset of U, then the natural restriction of the bundle W, onto V is given 
by WV. 
Let f( W,) be the space of all continuous sections of W, with the 
topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of U. f( W,) is an 
algebra over C under pointwise addition and multiplication. 
We now define sections ii E r( W,) (1 < i < 2n) by 
ij(z)=zi+zi (1 <id2n); (2.1) 
we sometimes denote ii by 5; (1 6 id n), and [,, + i by ql (1 d i Q n); we also 
set co(z) = v as a constant section of W,. 
DEFINITION 2.1. We call the 2n-tuple [ = (cl, . . . . c2,,) of r( W,) the Weyl 
coordinates on W,. 
2.2. Weyl Functions on W,. Let U be an open set of R*” with coor- 
dinates z = (z,, . . . . zZn) = (x,, . . . . x,, y,, . . . . y,). Using the Weyl coordinates 
i = (il? ...? 52nh we introduce a subclass of I-( W,) called Weyl functions. 
First, consider a polynomial P(c, , . . . . izn) E f( W,) with the coefficients in 
C[[v]] of the form 
-$u,(i(z)o)“. 1 : Ii-+ w, (2.2) 
c( E N2”, finite ’ 
where a, E C[ [v]]. Such a section P(i) E r( W,) is called a We-y1 polyno- 
mial on W,,. 
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Consider a polynomial p(z) on U with values in C[ [v]] given as a finite 
sum 
(2.3) 
where a, E C[ [v] 1. For such a p(z) we define a Weyl polynomial p# (c) on 
Wu by 
p”(i)(z) = lG2. $ a,(i(z)oY. 1. (2.4) 
Since Taylor’s formula can be applied for any polynomial over a com- 
mutative algebra, we have 
PROPOSITION 2.2. p#(c) can be rewritten as 
(2.5) 
We consider a sequence of Weyl polynomials (P,(c)),, i with Pm(l) = 
p:(l), where p,(z) is a polynomial on U of the form (2.3). If {PM([)},, i 
converges to a section in r( W,), then { P,(z)}~ a 1 and all their derivatives 
converge to a function f on U with the convergence uniform on compact 
subsets of U; thus f is C” on U. The converse is also easy to see. 
DEFINITION 2.3. (i) A section FE r( W,) will be called a Weyl function 
on W, if there exists a sequence (P,(c)},, i of Weyl polynomials on W, 
such that F = lim, _ oo P,(i). 
(ii) Denote by 9( W,) the set of all Weyl functions on W,. 
If I/c U is an open subset of U, then one can restrict ([j)g I to V and 
define the concept of Weyl functions on W, by using polynomial 
approximation in r( W,) as above. Thus the restriction F 1 W, of 
F’E 9( W,) is well defined as a homomorphism of F( W,) to 9( W,). 
Let Cm(U;C[[v]]) be the space of all C[[v]]-valued C” functions 
on U with the C”-topology. By Proposition 2.2 and the polynomial 
approximation theorem, we get 
THEOREM 2.4. F(c) is a Weyl function on Wu if and only if there exists 
f E Cm(U; C[ [v]]) such that 
(2.6) 
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DEFINITION 2.5. F(c), which we will denote by f#, is called the Weyl 
continuation offECm(U;C[[v]]). 
Remark. (i) By the above construction, it is easily seen that the corre- 
spondencefHf# is a continuous linear mapping from C”(U; C[[v]]) to 
r( W”). 
(ii) This pro ce d ure of the Weyl continuation is similar to the defini- 
tion of super functions in super analysis (cf. [D, L, R] ). 
THEOREM 2.6. Letf, gECm(U;C[[v]]). Then, 
(i) 
@,f)” = &,fY f”(z) 0 g”(z) = (fs)# (z). 
(ii) 
(2.7) 
(f” * g#)(z)= (f(z) e(v/2)(~“v8r-B’~~Y)g(Z))#, 
where a,& = XI=, a’,$8 .“,, etc. 
(2.8) 
Proof. (2.7) is an obvious consequence of Theorem 2.4. Combining 
Proposition 1.5 with (2.7), we get (2.8) directly. 1 
For each non-negative integer I and any f =f(x, y), g = g(x, y) E 
Cmo(V; CCCvll), set 
P,(J g) =f(x, Y) ; &&- ~J.“)~ g(x, Y). (2.9) 
Then PAf, 8) = ( - 1)’ P,(g, f) and 
f” * P(z) = ,;.; P,(f, g)# (z). 
COROLLARY 2.7. For any & g E C “( U; C), we have 
(2.10) 
ZPl(f, g)= Ii (a.,f.a.,g-a.,f.a,g,. (2.11) 
r=, 
This is the Poisson bracket { , } with respect to Q = Cy=, dx, A dyi. Then, 
the Weyl continuation combined with the product * fixes the syrnplectic 
2-form 52 on the base space U, 
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3. WEYL MANIFOLDS 
3.1. Weyl Diffeomorphisms. Let U and V be open subsets of TX’“. 
On each U and V, we have the coordinates z = (zr, . . . . zZn) = 
(x 1, ..*, x,, y,, . . . . y,), z’ = (z;, . . . . zGn) = (xi, . . . . XL, y;, . . . . y;) and symplec- 
tic forms Q = C;= I dxi A dyj, Q’ = C;= r dx; A dy:, respectively. Consider a 
(bicontinuous) bundle isomorphism @: W, -+ W,, written as 
@(z, a)= ((b(z), @‘;(a)) : w,= ux w  -+ w,= vx w, 
where the induced mapping 4: U + V is a homeomorphism and 
@; : W -+ W is an isomorphism for each z E U. 
Let @* be the pullback of @J from Z( W,) to Z( W,); for any S’ E Z( W,), 
set (@*S’)(z) = @;l(S,(q4(z)). 
DEFINITION 3.1. A bundle isomorphism @: W, + W, is called a 
pre- Weyl diffeomorphism on W, if it satisfies (i) G*(v)= v and 
(ii) @*F( W,) = 9( W,). 
We immediately obtain 
LEMMA 3.2. Let Qb: W, + W, be a pre- Weyl diffeomorphism. For 
.L g~c~(Kcccvll), 
@*(f” * g”) = @*(f”) * @*(g#). (3.1) 
Conversely, if Y’: Y( W,) + 9( W,) is a v-isomorphism, i.e., an 
isomorphism with Y(v) = v, there exists a pre- Weyl diffeomorphism 
@: W, + WV such that Y= @*. 
Proof: The first statement is trivial. To prove the second, note at first 
that any closed maximal 2-sided ideal Z of S( W,) corresponds to a point 
q of U; that is, 
z=z,= {fE~“(W,);f(g)EWl) 
and F( W,)/Z, N C. Define 4 by !P(Z4cq,) = Z,. Note that Y induces an iso- 
morphism p: F( W,)/V~( W,) -+ 9( W,)/vS( W,) and F( W,)/vF( W,) 
2: C “( U, C). Hence, p is a pullback of a C” diffeomorphism of U onto 
V, which is easily seen to be given by q5. Hence (6: U + V is a C” 
diffeomorphism. Let 
for any h, ,..., h,eY(W,), and for any 120 . 1 
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We see easily that 
‘y(I’” ‘) = I’” 1 
OilP’ P . 
Denote by I, (,r,m) the space of all Weyl functions 
,f= g(f +vgF + .‘. +vkgf + ..‘, g, E C’“‘( u; C), 
such that g,, g,, . . . . g, are flat at p. For a non-negative integer 1, we have 
I’“1 = I(2.0’ 
P P 
and (Iy)qwI’, I>, 1, 
where (Ii” ‘)’ is the closed linear span of {fi * ... * f,; fie IF’}. Now 
v E Ikm’, and any C-valued smooth function h flat at p can be approximated 
in the C”‘-topology by a series (A,} of C-valued functions {An} such that 
h, vanishes on a neighborhood of p. This easily yields that h is 
approximated by h, g,, where g, are flat functions. With these approxima- 
tions and the Weyl continuation, it is not hard to see that 
Since Y(I$~,\)=I(p’ we see that Y(I (‘x,/P I’) = I(E.‘-” for 1~ 1, 2, . . . . Set 
Iia.‘xI I = n lirrn,i.PThen Y induces an ?$)morphism 
Yp: F( W#$;od,,’ + F( W,)/IY,‘“‘. 
Note that W N P( W,)/Ii”,“‘. Hence { Yp ; p E U} gives a bundle 
isomorphism @: W,, + WV whose induced mapping is 4. It is easy to see 
that Y= @*. 1 
In what follows, for any S, TE f( W,) and any positive integer k, we 
shall write S= T (mod vk) if (S- T)(z) E vkW for every z E U. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let @: Wu-+ WV be a pre- We-y1 diffeomorphism with the 
induced mapping 4: U + V. Then 
6) 
@*(f”) = (9*f)” (mod v 1, (3.2) 
for anyfe Ca( V; C[ [v]]). 
(ii) q4 is a symplectic diffeomorphism, i.e., d*Q’ = Q. 
Proof Note that @*(f #) = g# for some ge C”‘( U; C[ [VI]), and that 
((@J;‘Z)O)~.~EW,. To determine gECOC(U;C[[v]]) (modv), it is suf- 
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Iicient to determine only the 0th component of @*(f”)(z), which equals 
that off(&z)). Thus (i) holds. Using (i), we get forf, ge Cm(V), 
(mod v) (see (2.10)) 
=; C@*(f”h @*k#)l (mod v). (3.3) 
Since @ preserves v, we similarly obtain 
; C@*(f”h @*WI1 = @* ($ Cf”, PI) 
= @*{A sl)” (mod v). (3.4) 
By (3.3) and (3.4), 4 preserves the Poisson bracket. This proves (ii). i 
We now restrict our study of @ to a slightly narrower class: 
DEFINITION 3.4. A pre-Weyl diffeomorphism @: W, + W, is called a 
Weyl diffeomorphism if for any f E C co ( V; C [ [v] ] ), 
Wf”) = (#*f)” (mod v”). (3.5) 
Remark. Condition (3.5) will be used to show the existence of a 
*-product on a symplectic manifold. We have only defined the Weyl 
continuation locally. In defining the Weyl continuation globally and hence 
obtaining the *-product we will need (3.5) (cf. Theorem 6.1). 
3.2. The Lift of Symplectic Diffeomorphisms. We work in R2” with the 
coordinates (z,, . . . . zZn)= (x1, . . . . x,, y,, . . . . y,). Let U and V be closure 
compact, open subsets in R2” which are diffeomorphic to open balls. We 
now construct a Weyl diffeomorphism from a given symplectic dif- 
feomorphism 4: U + V. Note that the Weyl continuation d# = (#T, . . . . b,“,) 
of the components of 4 does not give a Weyl diffeomorphism. However, 
[KMl-21 gives a way of lifting 4 to a Weyl diffeomorphism. We review 
this procedure briefly. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let 4: O+ P be a symplectic diffeomorphism, where u 
denotes the closure of U. There is a l-parameter family bI: 0, -+ r of sym- 
plectic diffeomorphisms where U, is an open subset of R2”, such that &, = id, 
U, = V, d1 = q5, U1 = U, and b,(z) is C” with respect to (t, z), 
Proof: Reference [KN, Lemma 13 3. 
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For 4I in Lemma 3.5, we define the Hamiltonian vector field H, on D, 
by 
There exists a C” real valued function h, on 8, such that i(H,)Q = --d/z,. 
One may assume that h,(z) is C” with respect to (r, z). We take the Weyl 
continuation h ,? of h,. Consider the differential equation: 
$:=$%:I, g,# = g#, ge C=(v; C[ICvll). (3.6) 
THEOREM 3.6. There exists a unique solution g: E F( W,,) of (3.6). 
Namely, g,” can be written as 
g: = c !f k$,,? 
,>Ol! 
(3.7) 
where g,,(,,E Coo( U,; C). 
Proof: By a suitable extension of h, and the Weyl continuation, one 
may assume that h,# E 9( WRxn) and that supp h, is compact. Set g, = 
C,,, g,,c,,(v’/l!h where g,,,,,EC”(U,;C). Put g:’ =C,ao(v’/l!) g,?,,,. BY 
(2.9) and (2.10), we have 
(3.8) 
Equation (3.6) splits into an infinite system of differential equations: 
d 
dt gr,co, = 2f’,(h,, g,,,,) (3.9(O)) 
d 
z g,,(l) = 2P,(h,> gt\c,,) (3.9(l)) 
t.(z) = 2P,h g,,,,) +; P,(hc g,,o,) W(2)) 
. . . 
d 
z g,.(/) = 2P,(h,, g,,,,,) + h.o.t.2 (3.9(O) 
with initial data g=C,,, (v//l!) g,,,. S’ mce 2P,(f, g) = {f, g}, the differen- 
tial equations (3.9(O)) and (3.9( 1)) can be solved uniquely. In fact, by 
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taking a l-parameter family of symplectic diffeomorphisms c$, of R2” 
obtained by the Hamiltonian vector field of h,, we have 
) (3.10 
ET&(O) = 4: g(o)? 
&?&(I, = 9: g(l). 
Moreover, the solution of the differential equation 
$k= {h,, k) +r,, k,EC”(V;C), r,EC”(U,;C), (3.11) 
is given by k, = $,?(k, + [h #,* -‘rr dz). Thus, the infinite system 
U3.9U)ho can be solved inductively. The desired function is obtained by 
the Weyl continuation XI,, (v//l!) gT(,,. 1 
Let g: be the solution to the differential equation (3.6). Let Y, be the 
linear mapping !Pt: 9( W,) + 9( W,) defined by g:’ = !Yl g#. We set 
Y= Y,. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let U and V be open subsets in R2” as above. For any C” 
symplectic diffeomorphism 4: O-, p, there is a Weyl difSeomorphism 
@: W, --f W, such that @ induces I$ on U; i.e., iff # is the Weyl continuation 
offs Cco( V, C), then 
@*(f” ) = (4*f)” (mod v’). (3.12) 
ProoJ: Let g: be the solution of 
$g: =iarl(h,f) s:‘, g,# =g#. 
We set Yg” = gy. Since (l/v) ad(h:) is a v-derivation of F( WRh), Y is a 
homomorphism of F( W,) into F( W,), such that Y(v)= v. Since the 
above equation can be solved in reverse time, we see that ‘y: F( W,) + 
F( W,) is an isomorphism. 
By (3.10), for gEP( W,), we have 
‘yB# = (d*g)# (mod v2). 
Let [, , . . . . c2, be the Weyl coordinates on W,: i.e., 
r;. = zi + zi (1 diQ2n) ) z = (51) . ..) Z2J E v, 
and set ii= Yci. Since Y is an isomorphism, we see that for any ZE U, 
(G(z) - h(z), *-., L(z) - 42&)) 
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is a formal generator of W, and any u E W can be written in the form 
u = 1 a,,,v’( (i’(z) - &))o)” 1. 
For any (z,u)~UxW, define CD: UxW-+ VxW by 
@(z, u) = SC=,. 1 
i 
u,,v’((r(~(r))-~(I)))~)~‘l) . 
> 
Note that (ri(d(z)) - di(z), . . . . [l,z(&z)) - &,,(z)) is a formal generator 
of w. 
Since Dz is obtained by replacing [:(z)-bi(z) with [,(&z))-4,(z), we 
see that @: U x W + V x W is a bundle isomorphism. Now, for any section 
SE~(W~,), the pullback @*S is given by (@*S)(z)= @;-‘S(d(z)). If 
S= g#, then 
On the other hand, by the polynomial approximation theorem, there exists 
a sequence of polynomials {p,(Z)> on V such that g = lim, _ ,%, pnl. Write 
p,(F) = C b,,,,?. Then 
g’(2) = ,“-“r c b,,,([(+)“. 1. 
Hence, 
(‘ug” j(z) = lim 2 b,,,(i’(z)~)z 1 
m - PL, 
= lim 1 A (a: p,N@)H(i’(-) - d(=)b)” . 1 
m  - % 
= c $ (8: g)(4(z))((i’(z) - 4(z)b)z. 1. (3.13) 
It follows that Yg # = @*g# and that @ is a Weyl diffeomorphism. 1 
3.3. Weyl Manifolds. Let A4 be a symplectic 2n-manifold with sym- 
plectic 2-form D and let { Vj-},,, be a locally finite, open, simple covering 
of M. Let W, be a locally trivial algebra bundle over A4 with fiber W. For 
each A, we take an isomorphism ~,: W,.i --) Uj, x W with the induced 
mapping dA: V, -+ U,, where U, is an open set in R’“. 
607/85/?-S 
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DEFINITION 3.8. W, is called a Weyl manifold over M if for each 
f&PEA, Vnn v,za 
@Ap=@pO@;l:fjj,(Vln Vp)xW--+q5,(Vpn V,)xW (3.14) 
is a Weyl diffeomorphism. ( W,, Qn) will be called a chart of WM. 
Let W,,,, be a Weyl manifold over M. Given a section SE r( W,), we put 
(~~‘*s)(z)=~,,,s(~,~‘(z)) 
on UA, where @,dp, a) = (d,h), @i,,(a)), HAP) = z. 
DEFINITION 3.9. A section FE r( W,) is called a Weyl function on W, 
if on each VA, @;‘*FE F( WuA). We denote by S( W,) the set of all Weyl 
functions on WM. 
Since coordinate transformations leave v invariant, g( W,) contains 
C[ [v] ] as constant sections. 
We fix a partition of unity (x~}~~~ subordinate to ( VA}. For a function 
f~ Cm(M), f = C, (xA f) and x1 f can be regarded as a C w  function on 
UA. Put 
(3.15) 
where strictly speaking (xAf)” means @T(qS;‘*(Xif))“; we call this the 
Weyl continuation off E C”(M). However, note that f # depends on the 
choice of {x~}~~,,. 
We now give the following basic fact: 
THEOREM 3.10. Let W, be a Weyl manifold over M. Then, %( W,) is 
linearly isomorphic to Cm(M; C[ [VI]). 
ProoJ: v9( W,) is a 2-sided ideal of S( W,). Consider the projection 
7c1 : F( W,) + 9( W,)/vq( W,) N Cm(A4; C). We have 
n,(f”) =f for any f E Cm(M; C). (3.16) 
ForfEp(W,+,),wehavef-(n,f)#E~$(W~).Thuswemayset 
f-(n,f)#=vf1i, fi E F( WM)? 
where fi is uniquely determined. Repeating this procedure, we get for any 
non-negative integer I, 
fo=f, f,-(J.c,f,)#=\Ifi+,, fi,lE~(WM), (3.17) 
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and we have 
(3.18) 
4. CONTACT WEYL DIFFEOMORPHISMS 
For the proof of Theorem A, we need several additional concepts. We 
shall discuss these briefly in this section. 
4.1. Contact Algebra. We now introduce a supplementary Lie algebra 
which is intimately related to infinitesimal contact transformations in the 
classical theory. Consider a derivation Lo: W -+ W defined by 
L,(v) = 2v*, L,(ZJ = vz, (i = 1, 2, . ..) 2n). (4.1) 
In fact, the definition of Lo is L,(a) = kvu if UE W(k). This is not a 
v-derivation. By adding a formal symbol R to W, we may define a Lie 
algebra structure on V = W @CR as follows: for u+iR, b+pRcV, 
4 PEC, 
[a + EwR, b + pR] = [a, b] + U.,(b) -@,(a). 
In particular, [R, a] = L,(u). 
The following is easy to see using (1.4) and (4.1): 
(4.2) 
LEMMA 4.1. [V, V] c VW. 
DEFINITION 4.2. D: V -+ V is called v-deriuution of V if 
(i) D: V + V is a Lie algebra derivation; i.e., for any A, BE V, 
D( CA, Bl) = CD(A), Bl + CA, D(B)l. (4.3) 
(ii) DW c W, and the restriction D / W is a v-derivation of W; i.e., 
D(u * b) = D(u) * b + a * D(b), a, b E W, D(v) = 0. (4.4) 
For any a E W, ad(u) : V + V is a v-derivation. It is not hard to see that 
for any a E W, 
+2]=2v~,,a+ i X,~d,;u+ i Y~O?J~,U 
i= 1 i=l 
=2va,,u+ i xi*a,y,u+ i: Y,*a,,u, 
i=l ,=, 
(4.5) 
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where 13, is defined by a,~‘= Iv’-‘. For any a E W, we define 
k?w=2a-; [R, a] 
(4.6) 
D,(b) = $ C4 bl, bEW. 
D, is a v-derivation of V. We define another v-derivation Llog v by 
-hog.(R) = -2v 
bog v(b) = 0, bEW. 
The following is essential for the proof of Theorem A: 
(4.7) 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Any v-derivation D: V + V can be written in the form 
D=D,+G,,,, aEW, iEC. (4.8) 
In particular, if DV c v2 W, then D = D ,J~ and a E W is uniquely determined 
by D. 
Proof: By Theorem 1.6, there is a E W such that D ) W = (l/v) ad(a). 
Set D’= D - D,. D’ is a v-derivation of V such that D’ 1 W = 0. Set 
g = D’R. Then 
[g, Zi] = D’( [R, Zi] ) = D’(vZi) = 0 (1 di92n). 
Thus, ge C[ [v]]. Write g = g(v) in the form 
g(v)=&+A,v+A,v*+ . ..) &EC, 
and note that forf =f(v)EC[[v]] 
D,,,,(R) = 2f(v) - 2v a,f(v). (4.9) 
It follows that there exists f(v)EC[[v]] such that D,-,,,(R) = g(v)-l,v. 
Hence D” = D’ - Drc,, is a v-derivation of V such that D” ( W = 0 and 
D”(R) = 1, v. Thus D” = -(/2,/2) L,Og y by definition. Therefore, 
D = D,, i- AL,,, v, a’eW,AEC. (4.10) 
Suppose DW c v2W. Write a’ as follows: 
a’=a(,,+a(,,+ ... +ao,+ . . . . deg ack, = k. (4.11) 
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Since 
D(R)= c (2-k)a(,,-2/lvEv’W, 
k>O 
we have a ~o,=c(~,~=a~3,=0, ?.=O, and a(k)==V2&4) for k34. For ff,zl, 
set 
a,,,=%‘v+ F a,zi*zj, aiiEC. (4.12) 
r.j= I 
Since (i/v)[C a,,Zi * Z,, Z,] E v2W, we have a,=0 and hence D,,?,=O. 
Thus D,. = D,,z,,. , u” E W. Note that 
Dyzu..( R) = -2v’a” - v[ R, cl’] E v2 W. (4.13) 
For the uniqueness of LI”, note that deg v’a” b 4. If D+(R) = 0, then 
u” = 0. The uniqueness follows easily. 1 
4.2. Contact Weyl Vector Fields. For any open subset U of R2”, V, 
denotes the trivial algebra bundle U x V over U and ZJV,) denotes the 
space of all continuous sections of V, with the natural Lie algebra struc- 
ture under fiberwise multiplication. The concept of v-derivations of V can 
be naturally extended to the maps E: T(V,) --) T(V,). 
Let ii(x, y) be the section defined by 
iT(x, y)=R+ i (xiYi- y,X,). 
i= I 
We clearly have 
[R, v] = 2v2, [R, ii] = vii (i= 1, 2, . . . . 2n). 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
DEFINITION 4.4. A v-derivation E T(V,) +T(V.) is called a contact 
Weyl vector field if 
(i) E(9( W,)) c fl( W,). 
(ii) z(B) E 9( W,). 
The following theorem is also crucial for the proof of Theorem A. 
THEOREM 4.5. E”: T(V,) + T(V,) is a contact Weyl vector field if and 
only if there exists f E 9( W,,) and i E C such that 
Z= Df+ AL,,, “. (4.16) 
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If Z(IJV,)) c v’T(V,), then the Llogv component does not appear and 
Z= D,zf with f uniquely determined by 3. 
Proof Note at first that Llogv is a contact Weyl vector field. For any 
f~ p( W,), we have easily that D,-(9( W,)) = (l/v) ad(f)(F( W,)) c 
SJ( W,) and 
Df(R)=Df(R)+b f, i (XiYi-y<xi) 
i=l 1 
=2f- 
( 
2Vd,+ i (Xi*a,+ Yi*a,) f- i (xja,+YiaY,)f 
i=l > i=I 
=2f-2va,f- i (ri*ax,+qi*a,)f: 
i=l 
(4.17) 
Note that 2f - 2v a,,f E 9( W,). By Theorem 2.6, we have aZi g# = (aZi g)# 
for any 2” E 9( W,). It follows that C:=, (5, * 8, + qi * 8,)f~ p( W,). 
Hence Df is a contact Weyl vector field. 
Conversely, if E is a contact Weyl vector field, then by Theorem 1.6, at 
each point ZE U, there is g(z) E W such that for any (T E I’( W,), 
(Zo)(z) = i ad(g(z)) G(Z). (4.18) 
Since 8(9( W,)) c .F( W,), we may set 
; [g(z), ti(z)l= k?(z), t [g(Z), Vi(z)1 =h#(z), 
ki, hiE C”(u; C[[v]]). 
On the other hand, for any hi C”(U; C[[v]]), using (2.7) we have 
-i Cti, h”l= (a,h)#, ; [vi, h’] = (l&h)? (4.19) 
Calculating as in the proof of Theorem 1.6, we obtain 
d 
( 
t (hidxi-k,dy,) 
i=l > 
=O. (4.20) 
Hence, by the Poincark lemma there is 2 E C”( U, C[ [v]]) such that 
t C&l, vi(z)1 = t CP, qil(z)* (4.21) 
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It follows that (l/v)[ g(z), h(z)] = (l/v)[g”, h](z) for any h E 9( W,), and 
hence for any h E r( W,), since s(Zi) = z([,). 
Let 5’ = - =-DDg#. .?’ is a contact Weyl vector field with z’(r( W,)) = 0. 
Set 0 = ?(ii) E 9( W,). Since 
[co, ii] = E’( [R, ii]) = Z’(v[;) = 0, (4.22) 
o is a constant Weyl function, i.e., o E C[ [v]]. Therefore, as in the proof 
of Proposition 4.3, we have 
E’ = D,-, ,,) + AL,,, ~, ~~C,f(V)~C[[~‘ll. 
It follows that 
E = D,+ AL,,, \,, f=g#+f(v)EF(WU). 
Now suppose &(T(V,)) c v”T(V,). As in the proof of Proposition 4.3, we 
see that f = v’$ fe 9(W U), and the LIOg y component does not appear. The 
uniqueness is proved similarly. 1 
DEFINITION 4.6. An isomorphism @*: T(V,) + Z(V.,) is called a 
contact Weyl diffeomorphism if 
(i) @*: T(V,) + r(Vclz) is a Lie algebra isomorphism with 
CD*(v) = v. 
(ii) @*9( W,,)=F( W,,) and @* 19( W,,) is an algebra 
isomorphism. 
(iii) @*(R)=R+w,wEF(Wu,). 
Note that by Lemma 3.2 there exists a pre-Weyl diffeomorphism 
@: W,,. + W, such that @* 1 T(W U) is the pullback of @. 
4.3. The Lif of Symplectic Diffeomorphisms. In Section 3.2, we gave a 
method of lifting a symplectic diffeomorphism $t: ot -+ Do to a Weyl 
diffeomorphism @,: W,, -+ W,,. For the proof of Theorem A, we have to 
extend @: to a contact Weyl diffeomorphism $7: ZJV,) + ZJV,,). To do 
this, we need only define the action s’:(R). 
For 4, as above, choose h, E Cco( D,; R) as in Section 3.2. Instead of 
Eq. (3.6), we now consider the equation 
$,=D,;P,, PIE mu,). (4.23) 
Set 
(4.24) 
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Substituting (4.24) into (4.23) gives 
~o,=D,*(W)+lad(h,+)a,. 
V 
Hence 
CT,=@: 
s 
’ @,* -‘(Dq@)) dz. 
0 
Note that O,(R) E F( W,) and so O, E 9( W,,). Define 
(4.25) 
(4.26) 
@(ii) = a+ CD: j’ @,* - ‘(Dq(&) dz 
0 (4.27) 
q?(a) = @F(a), 0 E r( W,). 
8’: is then the fundamental solution of (4.23). Since Dq is a v-derivation, 
$t is a Lie algebra isomorphism, because (4.23) can be solved with time 
reversed. St(v) = v trivially. Setting 6* = $T, we have 
THEOREM 4.7. A symplectic diffeomorphisrn 4: O-+ p lifts to @: 
T(V.) -+ T(V"), a contact Weyl diffeomorphism which extends @* given in 
Theorem 3.7. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
5.1. tech Cohomology. Before proving Theorem A of the Introduction, 
we define a rather well-known variant of Tech cohomology. Let (M, 52) be 
a symplectic manifold and let { P’,},t ,, be a locally finite, simple, open 
covering of M. For each 1 E A, there is a coordinate mapping c$~: V, + 
UA c R*” which is a symplectic diffeomorphism. For each 2, n E n such that 
V, n VP # 125, let UnP = til( V, CIJ’~). We may assume that the coordinate 
transformations tin, = fj, 0 4;’ : UnP + O,, are symplectic diffeomorphisms. 
For each A, p E /1, we denote by !PfK: T(V,,, I U,,) + T(Vu, I Ui,) the 
contact Weyl diffeomorphism given by lifting #1, as in Theorem 4.7. Using 
Theorem 3.7, we easily have 
PROPOSITION 5.1. For any I, p, and K such that V, n V;, r\ V, # 0, 
(i) YU,:, = !P$- ‘, 
6) Y$yIr;R= 1 (mod v’) on ~(Wm,cvxnvpnVAJ. 
In the following, for I,, . . . . Ak E A, with VI, n . . . n VLk # @, we 
Put VA,, . . . . h = VA, n . . . n VA,; u,,, _.., Ik. = dI,( VA,, .._, d VA, ...lk = Vu;,. ik; 
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W,,, . ik = WC,. “1. ,,n; Tj.1, j,k = y( Wj.1, ...l i,). We now define a second Tech 
cohomology class (mod v’) which will be used in the proof of Theorem A 
in Section 5.2. 
DEFINITION 5.2. A tech p-cochain (mod v”) (with respect to (Y$<)) is 
a formal sum w  = C We,, ,,,, ;., such that 
(i) oj.“, .,., ir E ‘6.0, . . . . Q’ 
(ii) If (pO, . . . . p,) is a permutation of (A”, . . . . i.,), then 
0 po. ..,pp=Sgn (:I: :I:: i) ‘f’&>.o~j.,,...j., (mod v’). (5.1) 
We denote by CJ’(M, 9) the set of Tech p-cochains (mod v”). 
The coboundary operator 6: C p ~ ’ (M; p ) + C “( M; 9’ ) ( p > 1) is given 
by 
(60)j,, j.p= yf~j.,Oi,...j.p+ C (-l)kWj,o.. ;~...j.~ (5.2) 
lGk<p 
for any OE CPp’(M; 9). 
Using the relation (ii) in Proposition 5.1, we easily get 
LEMMA 5.3. 660 = 0 (mod v’). 
Let {xi, j be a partition of unity subordinate to the covering ( I’,),, ,, . 
For any w=Cw,,...,p~CP(M;.~), we define a (p-l)-chain Km= 
C tl,...j,_, by 
where x,7 is the Weyl continuation of #~‘*x~.. 
THEOREM 5.4. For any o> E CP(A4; 9), 
(dK+Kd)o=w (mod v’). (5.4) 
Proof It is easily seen that Ko E Cpp ‘(M; 9). By a direct computa- 
tion, we get 
(dKO),,i, . ..j.., = Y$j.,(K~)j~, . ..j., + i (- l)k (Kw)>.“,, . ..~i . ..A., 
k=l 
+ k.f, ; ( - l)k Yf&,” * ~Jdo ;k 4. (5.5) 
607.X5.2-9 
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Setting So = C f,,,, ...flp+,, we have 
= c ~~&,# 1 * %,(fp&. &I. (5.6) 
P 
Substituting 
into (5.6) gives 
Thus 
((~~+m4,,...,p=~ qh,“) * Wio...& (mod v’) 
=; M$,df -‘(x,V * W&)...$ (mod v’) 
M 
=w,&..& (mod v*), (5.9) 
which gives Theorem 5.4. 1 
5.2. Proof of Theorem A. To make ( Wui Ins ,,, a Weyl manifold, we 
have to patch together the W,, by Weyl diffeomorphisms OIp: 
w,, I UA, --, w, I U,I with the induced mapping (6I., = (6,o 4; ’ satisfying 
@@ = @G.’ (VI) 
@nrc @pn @K, = 1 (v2) 
if V, n V, n V, # Qr. Starting with { YTp> given in Proposition 5.1, we 
shall construct {DA,} satisfying (vl) and (~2) by means of contact Weyl 
diffeomorphisms. 
LEMMA 5.5. In the notation of Proposition 5.1, we have 
Y$ Y;II;, Y#) = ii + C& + vc:i, (mod v’), (5.10) 
where cK1,, c’,,+ E C. 
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Proof. Set Y;, = Y& Y$ YTK. Since YziJ.,(ii) = ii (mod v’), 
y&( CR ii1 I= vij (mod v3). (5.11) 
Write Y,$fl(B) in the form (5.10), where c,+ and c’+, are Weyl functions. 
Since YzA,, is a contact Weyl diffeomorphism, we see that 
[C,j.fl + CLi,V, Zj] = 0 (16id2n). 
Since cKaU + c:~,v is a Weyl function, it must be a constant Weyl function. 
It follows that cKi+, c:+, E C. 1 
On each UKj.II) for p E T(V,,,), we can set 
‘u& Y$Y’I/,*,(p) = Y$L(p) + vJj;‘,),(p) + . . . + v”Jz;(p) + ‘. . . (5.12 
More precisely, consider at first elements written without v in the form 
p = AR + c al(Zo)‘. 1, i, u,EC’“(U,~,~;C) and MEN”‘, (5.13 
) 
1 
and expand Y&(p) using the product 0. Since any element of r(V,,,) 
can be written as p =C v/p,,,, where P(o) E r(Vx,p) and P(I) E r( Wxj.p) 
(13 1) are given in the form (5.13) we define 
J::;(P) = 1 v’J2;(P,,,). 
By Proposition 5.1 and Lemma 5.5, we have 
Y;‘$ = 1 + ; c,+, D,, 
vJ’.” = -r ’ h>.l( 2 cKj.p Llog Y. 
Thus, we may write 
(5.14) 
(5.15) 
Y $, = 1 + a$, D , + uI;:.‘, LIOg ,, (mod v2), U$$C. 
Now set 
Put 
Y’*. =l+a K,# (?’ D,+u~;~L,,,,+v~J$, KW (mod v3). (5.16) 
gi = J$,(t;,, ki= JL$(Vi) (i= 1, 2, . ..) n). 
Since Y is an Weyl diffeomorphism, gi and ki are the Weyl continuation of 
C-valued smooth functions. Note that Y:+( [ci, ii]) = [ Y$,.,([,), Y:).,([j)] 
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and then [Jfjp(ij), C] + [ci, J$p([j)] = 0. Using the Poincare lemma as in 
(4.19), there is anfE& such that 
IT i=!  4f)(tiL kicd ad(f)(Vi). (5.17) 
Note also that f is the Weyl continuation of a C-valued function. Consider 
‘YzApe -dvf), where e -d?f) = C (( - 1 )k/k ! ) ads. This is a contact Weyl 
diffeomorphism with Yu,*,,e~ad(““([i) = ii (mod v3); hence 
Y%,,ep u”Wg = g (mod v3) (5.18) 
for every g E FKi,. Writing 
Y~Ape-ad’vf)= 1 +a$, D, +u~~~L,,,~+v~J’,$ (mod v3), (5.19) 
we see that J’,$([i) =0 and [ci, J’$(l?)] =O (i= 1, 2, . . . . 2n). It follows 
that v*J’$!(R) is a constant Weyl function of the form 
v2J$gl) = ud(vh)(R), hEC. (5.20) 
Thus 
!P,*l,e-“d(“f+“h)= 1 +a,$, D, +u$LL,,,~, (mod v3). (5.21) 
This implies that 
Y:2p=1+u~~~D1+u~,::L,,,,+ud(vf+vh) (mod v’). (5.22) 
In particular, v2J !$ is a contact Weyl vector field given by 
v2Jj;2:, = ud(v(f+ h)). (5.23) 
Set g,+ = f + h. By Theorem 4.5, gKllr is uniquely determined by Y$,. 
LEMMA 5.6. w  = C gKAp is a 2-cocycle (mod v’), i.e., 60 = 0 (mod v’). 
Proof If V, n VA n V, n V, # 0, then 
‘Cp y;A yu,* = 1+ a::; D, + a$,&. v + 4vg,,,) (mod v3), (5.24a) 
Yz6 Y&Y;yy= 1 +a$\ D, +u$L,,,~~ + ud(vg,,,) (mod v3), (5.24b) 
Yzi Y’n*s Y& = 1 + u;;; D, + u~;~L,,,. + ud(vg,,,) (mod v3), (5.24~) 
and 
YL( y:p yu;t* Y% 1 y’n* 
= 1 + u:“,’ D, + u:‘,;L,,, y + Y:lud(vg,,) YfK (mod v3), P (5.24d) 
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where in this computation (5.24d) we have used 
Y$DD,Y’,*,=D,, yu,*, Lk3g Y y,*, = Llog \I. 
Note also that 
and 
DID, =D,Llog,,= D , ad( vg,,,) = 0, etc. 
Using (5.24at(5.24d) and the following equations, we easily see that 
w  = 1 gElti satisfies the cochain condition. Since the product of the left- 
hand sides of (5.24a))( 5.24d) equals one, we have 
ad(vgx;.p) + ad(vgx,,) + ad(vg,,j.) + ad(vyzi gAap) = 0. (5.25) 
By Theorem 4.5, this implies that o is a 2-cocycle (mod v*) 1 
From Theorem 5.4 we obtain 
COROLLARY 5.7. w =C gxj,+ is a coboundary (mod v2); i.e., there exists 
a 1-cochain q = C hKl, h,, E FKj., such that 
(mod v’). (5.26) 
By the cochain condition, we also have 
h,j. = - Y~j.(hj,,) (mod v’). (5.27) 
We modify YU; to 
Q%+ = ye e-ad(vhi.,’ id. hl > (5.28) 
where e Pad(vhiK’ is defined by C (l/k!) ad( -vhJk. Note also that 
e -ad’“h,,’ = 1 - &(vh,,) (mod v3). 
It is easy to verify that 
P,*, !I+,* = 1 (mod v3) 
p:j.@fp@EK= 1 +a$\. D, +ajriALLog,, (mod v3). 
(5.29) 
Note that (5.29) also yields 
42 !Q 9$(f) = f (mod v3) for any fEFKpcl, (5.30) 
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LEMMA 5.8. For each IC, 1 such that V, n VA # 0, there exists p$ which 
induces the mapping bKA such that 
(i) p,*i. 9,* = 1, 
(ii) p,*n !?$, ‘?zK = 1 + aFp\ D, + a$L,,, y (mod v’). 
Proof By (5.29), we can set 
!r+; !& = 1 + v3JK1 (mod v”). 
v3JK2 is a contact Weyl vector field, and hence there exists kKl E FKA such 
that 
Since 
v3JKA = ad(v2k,,). 
we have 
@ZAP ‘ad( v2k,,) !& = ad( v2kA,) (mod v”). (5.31) 
Putting 
and using (5.31), we see that 
!k;r;, !?,*, = 1 (mod v”). 
Repeating the above procedure inductively, we obtain gK*, such that 
During this procedure, the second relation of (5.29) remains unchanged in 
mod v3. 1 
By Lemma 5.8, we can put 
a$, !@@ plr, = 1 + a&\ D, + a::\ LIOg y + v’Jlj,!, (mod v”). (5.32) 
Arguing as in the modv2 case we find that JE$ is a contact Weyl vector 
field. Thus, there exists gKpl E &PA such that v3Jit\ = ad(v2g,,,). 
We now consider the Tech cohomology mod v2 in Section 5.1 with Y; 
replaced by pzA. Computing as in Lemma 5.8, we see that o = 1 gxL,+ is a 
2-cocycle (mod v’). Furthermore, by Theorem 5.4, it is a coboundary 
(mod v2). Modifying &$ as in (5.28), we construct !?/s with 
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(5.33) 
Repeating the procedure after Lemma 5.6, we obtain contact Weyl 
diffeomorphisms { p5} such that 
for every f E F..,l. 
(5.34) 
Set a,*, = p$ 1 9&. By Lemma 3.2, ~~j, is a pullback of a Weyl dif- 
feomorphism aKj. satisfying (vl ) and (~2). This completes the proof of 
Theorem A. 
Remark. If H3(M) = {0}, th ere is no need to use a contact Weyl vector 
field. Indeed, there is an exact sequence 
... + H’(M, 9) -+ H*(M, ad(Y)) + H3(M, C[ [v]]) -+ H3(M, F) + . . . . 
of sheaves of Weyl functions and their adjoint representations, and 
H2(M, 5F)=H3(M, 9) =0 (mod v2), as we have proved. In general, we 
must observe the obstruction more carefully to constructing Weyl 
manifolds over symplectic manifolds, that is why the contact algebra was 
introduced in Section 4. This construction seems closely connected to the 
key ideas of De Wilde and Lecomte CDL]. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM B 
As shown in Section 5.2, one can construct a Weyl manifold W,,,, over 
any symplectic manifold M. Moreover, Theorem 3.10 implies that the 
identification F( W,) N C “(M; C[ [ v] ] ) naturally induces a *-product on 
C “(M; C[ [v]]). Thus, to prove Theorem B we need only show the 
following: 
THEOREM 6.1. (i) mod v2, the WeyEcontinuation offs Cm(M; C[[v]]) 
is independent of the choice of the partition of unity {Xi.} and the symplectic 
coordinate system { VA} on M. 
(ii) For f, ge Cm(A4; C), we can write 
f” * g#=[x;c,(f, g)#, (6.1) 
where C,( ., .) is a bidlfferential operator. 
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(iii) In particular, we have 
Co(.L 8) =fiL Cl(f; g) = %A $71. (6.2) 
Proof: (i) is obvious by Theorem 3.7. For convenience we denote by 
# 1 the Weyl continuation on VA, i.e., for f~ Cm( V?,; C), we put f”” = 
@fQ; l’ f)#, where (IV,,,, Qj,) is the chart of W,. By the definition off’ 
for fE Cm(M; C), 
f # = 1 hf)“‘. 
We may expand f# * g# = CA., (xJ)#” * (x, g)#p in powers of v at any 
point p E n/r, 
(f” * S”)(P) = 1 c v’ mLf)#’ (P)? (x, g)#r (P)), 
Lp l,Ol! 
where i”, is defined as in (1.18). By Proposition 1.5, (6.3) becomes 
(f# * g++)(P)= I[ (Xif)#” (P) 0 (X, ET)+’ (P) 
i.P 
v n 
+ijTl (a,(X2f)#” (P) Oa,(Xflg)“” (P) 
-ax&d-)““(P)Ob,(X,d#fi(P))+ ... 1 . 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
We may take coordinates (z,, . . . . zZn) around the point p E A4, with 
p = (0, . ..) 0), such that for any f =f(z,, . . . . zZn), 
where $ denotes the Weyl continuation on the coordinate neighborhood 
U with the coordinates (zr, . . . . zZn). Let 4: UA -+ U be a coordinate change 
and let @: W, + W, be the Weyl diffeomorphism which is the lift of 4. 
For any h E Cm( U,), by Theorem 3.7 
(#-‘*A)” =@-l*h#i (mod v2), (6.5) 
where # 1 also denotes the Weyl continuation on U,. Then, (6.4) can be 
rewritten as 
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+i {(Xj.f I”> (Xpg)“l(“) 1 (mod v’) 
=p 0 g”(o)+; {f”(O), g@(O)) (mod v’) 
=(f.gP (O)+;{Lglk (0) (mod v’) 
=C h(f~g))# (P)+;? k,{.L g1)#” (p) (mod v2) 
i. I 
=(f.g)” k4+; CL 4” (P) (mod v’), (6.6) 
which shows (iii). Following these computations carefully yields (ii). This 
proves Theorem 6.1. 1 
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